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Re: Proposed Rule, Updated Accessibility Requirements 

Information and Communication Technology in the Federal Sector as per Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act and Section 255 of the Communications Act  

Dear Access Board: 
I am harmed by exposure to electromagnetic radiation, that includes waves of many frequencies, 
emitted into the environment.  My becoming harmed or disabled by electromagnetic radiation has 
been diagnosed by doctors. 
There are very limited places I can go:  restaurants have wi-fi and grocery stores (including Whole 
Foods) have wi-fi, fluorescent or halogen lights.  I am forced to keep my shopping to a very short 
time, or leave without.  (Observed at the grocery store, a nine year old boy collapsed.  Was he 
reacting to electromagnetic radiation as well?  A minute or two later, a middle-aged woman passed-
out.  Is there a link?)   
A few places will have my telephone order ready at the register, so I do not go far into the store, 
reducing the harmful exposure (example, a pet store selling a certain dog food). 
Unfortunately, in places I need to visit: medical facilities (my doctor’s office), grocery store, and 
government offices – the electromagnetic radiation harms me.  To go to the department of motor 
vehicles, someone has to make an appointment for me on their computer (it cannot be done on the 
telephone) and being in the long line creates an electromagnetic radiation problem (I cannot tolerate 
cellphone and wi-fi emissions) – after I get home I go to bed sick and injured.  Note, while waiting 
in line, there were people passing-out (I suspect from electromagnetic radiation), I believe several 
ambulances were called, but I had to get out of there fast.   
Keep the landlines – that is the only form of communication for people like me.  I am disabled by 
electromagnetic radiation and can no longer use computers nor cellphones.  Because I do not want 
to become more sickened, I have to stay away from them.  Keep the landlines. 
The pet dogs in my neighborhood were becoming ill and dying.  I was interviewed by NBC’s Today 
Show about the Kokomo Hum (a likely emission of electromagnetic radiation). 
Back a few years, there was an office of Noise Control and Abatement. They were to publish reports 
of problems; the funding was eliminated; the office may now be dormant.  It is suspected they may 
have been coming onto something; hence it was closed.  How many other agencies have discovered 
or are discovering problems and forbidden to pursue them farther? 
Why was the telecommunications act passed?  It needs to be repealed. 
I think being harmed from electromagnetic radiation is against human rights, others are also 
suffering and something should be done.   
Please help to make federal and federally funded facilities, parks, (and if you can, grocery 
stores . . .) accessible to people harmed by electromagnetic radiation, like me. 
Thank you,        
Diane Anton     (574) 233 1107 


